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tions is presented. Such a method makes it possible to obtain very detailed descriptions of the flowfield in a relatively modest CPU time. The present approach is based on a space-marching technique, uses a finite volume discretization and an upwind fluxdifference splitting scheme for the evaluation of the inviscid fluxes. Second order accuracy is achieved following the guidelines of the the ENO schemes. The methodology is used to investigate three-dimensional supersonic viscous flows over symmetric corners. Primary and secondary streamwise vortical structures embedded in the boundary layer and originated by the interaction with shock waves are detected and studied. For purpose of validation, results are compared with experimental data extracted from literature. The agreement is found to be satisfactory.
In conclusion, the numerical method proposed seems to be promising as it permits, at a reasonable computational expense, investigation of complex three-dimensionai flowflelds in great detail.
Introduction
In the study of three-dimensional supersonic flows it is common to be faced with complex 
Moreover,the x-componentof the temperature gradient is neglected:
The 
If only the first term of the RHS of equation (15) fs F_. gdS + fs F_¢. n*dS : fs P" gdS + P' A source term P' must be added to make the integral formulation coherent with equation (15), as noticefl in references [6] and [7] . In fact, the corresponding integral form of _op, is:
Therefore, we have:
where f_ is a scalar matrix with
Real gas effects, that can arise for Mach numbers above 6, are neglected here. Moreover, the flowfield regime is assumed to be laminar. 
where i is the surface label.
In equation (22) (20) and (21)), is discretized KS:
Jr-wlnxlAS1 -t-w3nz_A,S3 nt-wsnxsA,_5 nt-w6n, x_AS6 nt-w2_,x2A,-_2) -= (P')4 + (P')I + (P')3 + (P')s + (P')6 + (P')2
The unknown fluxes [(F_) 2 -(P')2] are finally evaluated from equation (22):
To terminate the step, it is necessary to extract the primitive variables from the solution fluxes [(F_) 2 -(P')2], which contain w. To accomplish this, a cubic function w = w (F_ -P') has been obtained starting from the cubic function w = w (F_) suggested by J. Korte in [6] .
Denoting the jth component of [(F_) 2 -(P')2] for brevity by (Fj),, the form of the function is:
and where p4 is the pressure on surface 4. The quantity ¢ is a safety factor (-._ 0. 
hO=h o h_ = h_ Pc= Pd where the meaning of _ and 0 is shown in figure 9 . is the pz'c:ssurc for th¢ hx'ri_d 2D wedC¢ 
